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INTRODUCTION

WESA, a division of BluMetric Environmental Inc., was retained by Tlicho Engineering &
Environmental Services Ltd (TEES), in order to meet all of the objectives of the scope of work
outlined by the Community Government of Behchokö (CGB) in RfP titled “Solid Waste Site
Investigation and Design” dated May 13, 2013. This scope of work included the preparation of a
Waste Management Plan for the proposed new Community of Behchokö Solid Waste Facility
(SWF). The proposed WDS, will operate under a newly approved Water License, updated from
Water License No. MV2003L3-0010.
The Waste Management Plan is intended to address the future waste management needs of the
community, and to ensure that the operation of the site is in compliance with the waste disposal
requirements specified by the Wek’eezhii Land and Water Board (WLWB) and Government of
Northwest Territories.

2.

SITE LOCATION AND DESCRIPTON

The Community of Behchokö is comprised of the two former communities of Rae and Edzo.
The SWF is located 2 km east of the Community of the former Community of Rae on the
Community’s access road from the Mackenzie Highway (Highway 3) in the North Slave region of
the Northwest Territories (Drawing 01).
The proposed landfill will be immediately adjacent to the Community’s current WDS.
In addition to domestic wastes, the disposal site will also contain a segregated materials area
(metals pile, and a bulky materials/white goods pile). Drawing 02 shows the layout of the site.
Hazardous wastes are also collected by the Community of Behchokö, but this collection occurs at
the Public Works yard and not at the Solid Waste Facility. Hazardous waste handling and
storage procedures are described in the Hazardous Waste Management Plan (Community
Government of Behchoko, 2011).
2.1

LAND USE AND ZONING

The 'undeveloped' areas surrounding the Community of Behchokö are referred to as 'Bush'.
Permitted uses of these lands are restricted to existing uses and all new uses need Council
approval. Through the application for the proposed new SWF, Council affirms, and approves,
this land use. The Community Government of Behchokö owns virtually all land in the
community, including the proposed site.
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POPULATION OF THE AREA

The population of the Community of Behchokö, according to the 2011 census, is 2133 people.
The population has had an increase of 1.6 percent since the 2006 census. The population is
expected to grow at the same rate for the foreseeable future. Waste at the Behchokö SWF is
accepted from all residents of the Community of Behchokö.
2.3

WASTE CHARACTERISTICS

The waste deposited at the site is restricted to households within the geographical boundaries of
the Community of Behchokö. Typically, domestic wastes consist of mixed household garbage,
plastic, glass, aluminum, metal, cans, scrap metal, paper items, and bulk items such as old
appliances and furniture.
2.4

TOPOGRAPHY AND SITE FEATURES

Within the Proposed SWF Area, the natural topography ranges from an elevation of
approximately 162 masl at the north edge prior to dipping into a surface water feature to 158
masl on the east edge of the property along the edge of a surface water feature. The topography
of the Proposed SWF Area is shown on Drawing 02.
2.5

GEOLOGY

As the case with physiography, the Community of Behchokö lies on the boundary of two surficial
deposits. The region is dominated by a mix of glacial deposits and rock. The glacial deposits are
characterized by sandy, silty and clayey diamicton formed by the direct action of glacier ice. The
rock deposits are characterized as areas with abundant (>75%) bedrock outcrop. Till veneers
with thin and discontinuous till including extensive areas of rock outcrop, as well as undivided
rock with minor quaternary deposits have been documented in the region (Fulton, 1995).
Bedrock geology of the region is dominated by stratified rocks of the Protozoic Era to the west
and intrusive rocks of the Precambrian Era to the east. Bedrock age ranges from < 0.5 bilion
years old in the west, to upwards of 2.8 billion years old in the east. These ages coincide with
the Devonian through to the Neoarchean time periods (Wheeler, J.O., et. al, 1996). The
Community of Behchokö is located where the regional geological province of the Interior
Platform meets the Slave Province. Bedrock in this area is documented as undivided granite
(Wheeler, J.O., et. al, 1996).
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The surficial geology across the Proposed SWF Area reflects the same glacial history as the
Regional Study Area. The unconsolidated deposits observed during subsurface investigations
consist principally of silts and clays with sand identified in several of the test pits. The thickness
of these deposits ranged from approximately 0.3 to >1.5 metres. The surficial deposits are
interpreted to be resultant from the direct action of glacial ice on local bedrock features. The
stratigraphic units overlying the bedrock within the Proposed SWF Area include (from ground
surface down):
• Organic Layer: Dark peaty soil with roots and organics.
• Sands (limited to periphery of bedrock outcrops): coarse, found in lenses.
• Silty Clay: Uniform and cohesive.
Overburden deposits were found to be relatively heterogeneous across the site, both laterally
and vertically. The organic and silty clay layers were found throughout the site, while the sand
layers were limited to the periphery of bedrock outcrops.
The vertical investigation of the surficial geology was limited by frozen ground conditions, which
were encountered at depths ranging from 0.55 to 2.0 mbgs. The surficial geology described
above is inferred to change to a glacial till prior to the bedrock interface.

3.

SITE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

3.1

SET-BACK REQUIREMENTS AND BUFFER

Various setback requirements are stipulated in the planning requirements set forth by the
Department of Municipal and Community Affairs (MACA). The following table specifies each
stipulation and how the proposed SWF meets the planning requirement.
Table 1:

Set-Back and Buffer Requirements
Criterion

Distance from airport to avoid
hazard to aircraft from
scavenging birds.
Distance from community to
avoid unsightliness, odour and
smoke

Stipulation

Reference

3 kilometres.

Soberman, et. Al
(1990)

Not visible from
community
and/or main road
(where possible).

MACA Guidelines
(Section 1.5.3
Aesthetics)
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Criterion

Stipulation

Reference

Distance from housing.

450 metres

Distance from public roads,
railways, right-of-ways and
cemeteries.

90 metres.

Distance from surface water to
minimize fisheries habitat
impacts.

30 metres from
high water mark

Distance from treeline.

10 metres if no
burning will
occur.
In a watershed
that drains away
from the
community
drinking water
supply.

Location to ensure protection
of drinking water.

3.2

Public Health Act
(1988) and its
General Sanitation
Regulations (1990)
Public Health Act
(1988) and its
General Sanitation
Regulations (1990)
Department of
Fisheries and Oceans
policy

Environment and
Natural Resources
(ENR) policy
Dillon report
guidelines, Public
Health Act

March 2014

Comparison for Proposed
SWF Area
Proposed SWF Area is
approximately 1.8 km from
nearest housing.
Proposed SWF Area will be
a minimum of 90 metres
from public roads (Donda
Tili).
Proposed SWF Area will be
a minimum of 30 metres
from any surface water
features identified during
the
August
2013
site
investigation.
10 metre buffer will need to
be cleared around proposed
landfill footprint.
The drinking water intake
for the community of Rae is
Marian Lake. The drinking
water
intake
for
the
community of Edzo is in the
West Channel, the most
westerly drainage channel
from Marian Lake to Great
Slave Lake. Run-off from
the proposed SWF area
drains away from both of
these
drinking
wate
supplies.

ROADS

The site is accessed via the Community access road, which runs north from the Mackenzie
Highway between Great Slave Lake and Marian Lake. The portion of the Community access
road near the site should be inspected and cleared of any waste on a regular basis.
The on-site road system at the landfill will utilize the entrance associated with the existing SWF.
These on-site roads will need to be maintained for use in all seasons by residents’ personal
vehicles as well as collection vehicles from the Community. These roads must be structurally
sound, with good drainage, and having a grade of no more than 10% and a width of at
least 7 m.
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SIGNAGE

The following signage will be placed at the entrance, if it is not already installed:
• A sign at the entrance gate indicating the owner name and contact telephone number, the
operator’s name, the hours of operation, and the Water License number and emergency
contacts.
• A sign at the entrance gate indicating that waste is not to be left at the gate.
• A sign identifying acceptable wastes.
• A sign to indicate type of waste accepted at any particular disposal location.
• A warning sign regarding illegal dumping by the side of roads.
• Identification signs at all surveillance network program (SNP) sampling locations
indicating restricted access.
3.4

SECURITY

The installation and maintenance of fencing is recommended by MACA. The purpose of this
fencing is to:
• Control or limit access to the landfill site by community residents
• Prevent scavenging animals from causing a nuisance and risking the safety of workers and
residents
• Control the spreading of blowing garbage
As such, fencing will be placed around the footprint of the SWF.
3.5

SITE LAYOUT

The site should be comprised of designated waste areas as follows:
• Waste fill area (located within waste footprint)
• Salvage area (located within segregated materials/salvage zone)
• Scrap metals storage area (located within segregated materials/salvage zone)
• White goods storage area (located within segregated materials/salvage zone)
• Bulky Materials storage area (located within segregated materials/salvage zone)
The locations of these areas are indicated on Drawing 02.
3.6

SITE CAPACITY

Planning criteria specified by the Department of Municipal and Community Affairs (Ferguson
Simek Clark Engineers & Architects, 2003) specifies that landfill design should be completed to
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meet a minimum site life of 20 years. In order to determine the landfill footprint and the
requirement for a minimum of 20 years of site life, the following parameters have been taken
into account: previous SWF studies for the community, potential per person disposal rates,
potential compaction rates and the allowable boundaries based on set-back requirements
(section 3.1).
Previous studies by Dillon Consulting Ltd. (2006) and Aboriginal Engineering Ltd. (2008) indicate
that a total of 92,963 m3 of cumulative compacted waste volume has been calculated for a 20
year planning horizon for the Community of Behchokö’s waste disposal needs. Confirmation of
this waste volume is included in Table 2. Table 2 shows the progression of population growth
over a 20 year period, or the Community of Behchokö’s requested planning horizon. Waste
production rates have been calculated for various per person-per day input rates, as well as
various compaction rates.
A waste input rate of 1.5 kg/person/day, compaction rate
3
of 350 kg/m , and intermediate cover application rate of 10 % of the annual waste input over
the 20 year planning horizon equates to a total of 95,481 m3. This updated cumulative
compacted waste volume is approximately 3 % higher than that previously calculated by Dillon
in 2006. This increase in required volume is attributable to the increase in population from 2006
to 2013 and, therefore, the updated cumulative compacted waste volume of 95,481 m3 for
the 20 year planning horizon is considered valid.
3.7

SITE DEVELOPMENT

Staged development is intended to ensure the effective use of the available landfill space, as well
as helping to maintain a more natural appearance at the site and help with minimizing leachate
production. Development at the site is designed to maximize the available disposal volumes
within the available site area and to create a final contour that promotes surface runoff and
reduces the likelihood of leachate breakout.
The landfill design includes a waste disposal footprint that is approximately 245 m long with a
maximum width of 112 m. The design utilizes a 1 m separation between the groundwater table
and the base of waste. Information collected during the site investigation indicated that the
groundwater table was located at approximately 159 to 159.5 masl. This coincides with the
elevation of surface water features around the proposed SWF area, which are also at
approximately 159 to 159.5 masl. Based on this information, the base of the landfill will be
at 160.5 masl. The base of the landfill will be constructed of a compacted low conductivity
material to support the weight of the waste. Waste will then be placed using the area method.
Permafrost/bedrock, and the previously mentioned groundwater table, prohibits the excavation
of trenches for waste disposal. Berms will be placed around the exterior of the waste disposal
footprint. These berms will be 2 m in height. Waste will be disposed of directly on the base of
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the landfill, spread and compacted with heavy equipment (i.e. bulldozer) and packed against the
constructed berm. Given that berm height will be 2 m, the landfill will be constructed utilizing 2
m or 1 m lifts. In order to meet the required compacted waste volume, the landfill will be
required to be 7 m in height, or will require three, 2 m lifts and one, 1 m lift. Therefore lift
elevations will be:
Lift Number
1
2
3
4

Starting Elevation
(masl)
160.5
162.5
164.5
166.5

Finished Elevation
(masl)
162.5
164.5
166.5
167.5

The development of the lifts is shown in Drawings 04 through 09. Each lift will be filled in a
phased approach, as shown in the drawings.
Each lift will be comprised of a number of cells and strips. Cell size will be constructed to contain
a minimum of one week of community disposal, or approximately 115 m3 of waste. When each
cell is complete, it should be covered by a 0.2 m thick layer of intermediate soil cover. The cells
should be sloped at 2:1 or 3:1 for side stability and 2% on top for drainage. After completion of
each row the waste will be placed in the next row. Below is a block diagram example of waste
placement.

Final sloping on the exterior of the waste mound will be 3:1, promoting side stability and
maximizing the available capacity of the SWF footprint.
The cumulative waste volume based on the design described above is 104,583 m3, which is
approximately 9,100 m3 higher than the calculated waste/cover requirements.
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Intermediate cover material will be placed over each finished lift according to the approved
methods.
Permanent elevation markers and footprint boundary markers should be installed.
3.8

SURFACE WATER SETTING

From within the boundaries of the SWF Area, off-site discharge of surface water that would
potentially be in contact with waste that has been landfilled has the potential to occur in two
locations; south of the Proposed SWF Area, and east of the Proposed SWF Area. Surface water
elevation data (August 2013) and flow direction based on the site investigation is included in
Drawing 03.
South of the Proposed SWF Area
A ridge of high land (approximately 161 masl) extends in a northwest – southeast direction across
the northern half of the Proposed SWF Area. Run-off flows south and southwest from this ridge
towards the south boundary of the Proposed SWF Area where a low wetland area exists. Surface
water elevation in the wetland was determined to be 158.941 masl during the site investigation.
From this wetland, flow is directed to the south west where a larger surface water feature exists.
The elevation of this larger surface water feature was determined to be 157.128 masl during the
site investigation. From here, flow appears to be to the south east, eventually reaching a branch
of the Frank Channel.
East of the Proposed SWF Area
Run-off flowing across the north side of the previously described ridge of high land is directed
north east into a low wetland area consisting of a mix of open ponds and channels. Surface
water elevation in the wetland was determined to be approximately 157.2 masl during the site
investigation. From this wetland, flow is directed to the south east through the series of ponds
and channels previously described. The surface water elevation was determined to drop
approximately 0.1 m, to 157.1 masl, as it flows through these features. Flow then continues in a
south east direction, eventually reaching a branch of the Frank Channel.
3.9

SITE HYDROGEOLOGY

The flow of groundwater through the SWF area appears to be heavily limited by permafrost.
Frozen ground conditions were found in eight (8) of the nine (9) test pits advanced at the site.
Permafrost was found at depths ranging from 0.55 to 2.0 mbgs. Above this layer of permafrost,
groundwater was only encountered in three (3) of the test pits. The seasonal development of a
thawed "active layer" above the permafrost can provide permeable pathways for the subsurface
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movement of water and contaminants. This is a layer of overburden found above the
permafrost that is within the water table. Based on topographic elevation information for the
site and the depth groundwater was found within test pits, it appears that the water table at the
site is at an elevation of approximately 159 masl.
A drilling program has not been completed in the SWF Area. As such the flow of groundwater
through any potential bedrock fracture systems under the SWF Area is unknown. However, it is
inferred that any shallow bedrock fracture systems would be frozen as well.

4.

SITE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

4.1

WASTE COLLECTION & DISPOSAL

One waste collection truck is used by the Community for the collection of waste within Rae and
Edzo. The waste collection truck has a capacity of 20 yards. Waste is collected twice per week
in the Community of Rae and twice per week in the Community of Edzo. On collection day,
typically two loads are collected from the Community of Rae, while one load is collected from
the Community of Edzo.
Once the waste collection truck is filled, it is driven to the SWF where the collected waste is
disposed of in the active area. If necessary, materials requiring segregation will be moved to the
appropriate collection area.
4.2

PUBLIC ACCESS

Members of the public will have access to the active disposal area of the landfill, as well as the
segregated materials piles. Public access to other areas of the SWF will be limited by using a
fencing system to direct the public to drop off their waste in the designated areas only. Signage
will be placed at the designated disposal areas to guide the public in the disposal of their waste
materials.
4.3

WASTE DISPOSAL COMPONENTS

4.3.1

Municipal Household Waste

This landfill accepts municipal household waste.
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4.3.2 Household Hazardous Waste-HHW
Hazardous wastes will not be accepted at this site. However, these wastes will continue to be
collected at the Public Works yard. The handling and storage of these materials is guided by the
Hazardous Waste Management Plan. This Plan focuses on the most commonly found hazardous
wastes in the Community; batteries, oil and paints. Other hazardous wastes will be dealt with on
a case by case basis, as described in the management plan.
4.3.3 Recyclables
The Northwest Territories currently has a bottle and can deposit system, whereby residents are
charged a deposit fee when they purchase items contained within a bottle or can. Once the
bottle or can has been emptied, residents are encouraged to return them to an agent, where they
will be given their deposit back. Currently there is an agent within the Community of Behchokö
that collects these recyclables and provides deposit returns. No other recyclables are currently
collected at the SWF. However, the Community may be open to the collection of other
recyclables with support from the Government of Northwest Territories.
4.3.4 Scrap Metal
Metal should be separated from the active face of the landfill prior to applying any additional
cover. Metal from the landfill and any scrap metal that is accepted at the site should be placed in
the designated area and removed from the site as necessary. The volume and final destination of
metal removed from the site will be recorded by the Public Works Supervisor.
4.3.5 White Goods/Bulky Wastes
There is a wide range of items which generally have a large bulk size but low density. They
include old items of furniture, electrical appliances, animal cages, baskets and similar materials.
These materials are non-compactable, and they occupy landfill space, which may subsequently
collapse when the waste decomposes. Bulky wastes can also retain pools of water, which could
develop as breeding sites for mosquitoes and other insects, some of which could be disease
carrying. The usual approach is to break up the bulky items, either manually or by mechanical
crushing with earthmoving equipment at the disposal site, before putting them into the landfill.
With respect to white goods, in particular white goods with refrigerants, any coolant liquids will
be removed from the waste prior to it reaching its final destination. Refrigerant removal will be
completed as per the instructions outlined in the Hazardous Waste Management Plan.
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4.3.6 Non-Approved Waste
If improper waste is left at the site illegally, the operator (Community of Behchokö) will be
responsible for organizing the proper disposal of the waste at a facility that is approved to accept
the waste. If the owner of the waste can be identified then any costs will be billed to him or her.
A record of all prohibited wastes arriving at the landfill, whether rejected or left illegally, will be
noted by the Public Works Supervisor with a note of the instruction given or the final disposal.
4.4

WASTE COMPACTION AND APPLICATION OF COVER

Waste compaction and cover material application at the Community of Behchokö should be
completed as outlined in the following paragraphs.
The cells should be filled in 0.6 m lifts and covered with a 20 cm layer of interim cover, before
proceeding to the next cell. Cell size will be based on the anticipated weekly volume of waste
(~115 m3). Given that cover will be applied once each cell is filled, it is understood that cover
material will be applied on a weekly basis. Cover will be applied to all exposed waste following
compaction, and then the covered waste will be compacted again.
The purpose of the cover material is to control vector, vermin and odor and to provide a
working surface for vehicles and equipment. Intermediate cover is applied to areas which will not
receive additional wastes for a period in excess of several weeks or months. Intermediate cover
consists of 30 cm of well-graded soil.
The waste will be spread and compacted using compaction equipment (i.e. landfill compactor,
bulldozer, etc.) approximately every two weeks.
Cover material will be available on-site for use. A well-graded fill, containing a range of size
fractions from sand through silt is optimum material for use. Fill containing cobbles and boulders
larger than 0.20 m diameter should be avoided. Alternatively, soils from the Community’s
landfarm, which meet the applicable criteria, may be used.
4.5

SALVAGING

Salvaging of materials deemed suitable will be allowed at the SWF. A salvage area will be
created near the entrance to the site, for the drop-off, and pick-up of, materials considered
suitable for salvage. Care will be taken to ensure that no hazardous products are included in the
salvageable materials area, including weekly inspection by the Public Works Supervisor. The
location of the salvage area is included on Drawing 02.
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LITTER CONTROL

Blowing refuse will be controlled primarily by the placement of cover over the refuse and the
installation of site perimeter fencing.
Litter control will also be achieved through ongoing litter pick up carried out under the direction
of the Public Works Supervisor. A major litter pick up is done in the spring and fall of each year.
4.7

NOISE CONTROL

The site is surrounded by trees and is a significant distance from the Community of Behchokö.
Noise is not considered to be an issue for this site.
4.8

DUST CONTROL

Dust is not considered to be an issue due to the low volume of traffic at the landfill. If dust
becomes an issue, appropriate dust control agents will be applied to the onsite roads.
4.9

BURNING

The open burning of municipal waste is not considered an acceptable practice. Neither the
burning of municipal waste, nor clean wood/brush, will be completed at the Behchokö SWF.
4.10

ODOUR IMPACT

Odours from the site are controlled by the placement of cover material over the waste on a
regular basis.
4.11

VECTOR AND VERMIN CONTROL

The landfill is covered approximately once every two weeks. Where applicable, the collection of
certain wastes will be completed in covered bins or containers. If animals become an issue, a
licensed exterminator will be hired to control the nuisance animals. The site is inspected monthly
for vermin and pests and necessary measures are implemented as required.
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5.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS

5.1

SURFACE WATER

5.1.1

Monitoring Program

March 2014

Under the Community of Behchokö’s current Water License (MV2003L3-0100), a surveillance
network program (SNP) has been developed, including the collection of surface water samples at
various SNP locations for laboratory analysis. Currently the community’s SNP includes 7
locations. The purpose of this program is to monitor the impacts of the various infrastructure on
the surrounding surface water features, and ultimately environment. SNP location 0041-R8 is
described as collecting runoff from the existing solid waste facility. Samples at this location are to
be collected on a monthly basis from June until October. Given the proximity of the new SWF
to the existing, this current SNP location is considered to be valid and should be carried forward.
Further to this location, three additional SNP locations will be monitored. These additional
locations will be monitored at the same frequency as 0041-R8. The location of the existing and
proposed SWF related SNP stations are identified in Drawing 03. These locations are considered
necessary in order to monitor for potential impacts in downstream directions.
The samples are analyzed for the following parameters:
• pH, Suspended Solids, potassium, oil and grease, total lead, total iron, total mercury, TPH,
total zinc, magnesium, sulphate, conductivity, total chromium, total cadmium, faecal
coliform, sodium, total phosphate, total phenols, calcium, total nickel, total copper, BTEX.
5.1.2

Control

Surface water runoff from the site needs to be controlled to protect adjacent properties, nearby
water bodies and potential water supplies. Surface run-off and surface water flow directions are
identified on Drawing 03.
When waste is placed in lifts, each cell is to be constructed so that surface water drainage is
directed away from the fill area. If necessary, ditches will also be constructed at the perimeter of
the waste area to intercept surface water and direct it away from the fill area. Site re-grading, as
necessary, should be carried out to prevent standing water and promote drainage away from
waste.
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5.2

March 2014

LANDFILL GAS

The conditions at the site do not promote problems with landfill gas (small thickness of waste,
permeable cover material, shallow bedrock and surface water). There are no buildings on site for
landfill gases to collect in, and any gases generated in the waste pile will likely vent to the
atmosphere through the relatively thin layers of cover.
5.3

FINAL COVER AND CLOSURE

5.3.1

Final Contours

Final contours for the waste disposal site will be defined using the following factors:
• site topography
• surface water drainage
• site access
• landfill shape
• maximum capacity
• acceptable design methods
All side slopes will have a 33% grade and the crown slope will be constructed at a 5% grade to
promote drainage. The slopes of the active waste area will be surveyed periodically throughout
the life of the landfill to ensure that they are not too steep. Any permanent or temporary
buildings will be removed prior to site closure.
5.3.2 Site Closure
Working towards the final grading will be part of the ongoing operations to avoid costly earth
moving and waste moving at closure. Site closure will involve some final grading and application
of the final cover material, as discussed below.
5.3.3 Final Cover
The application of a final cover on the waste mound is required to prevent the surface exposure
of landfilled waste, for both public health and aesthetic reasons, and to limit the amount of
precipitation that can infiltrate into the waste. The final cover will determine the rate of
precipitation infiltration into the waste mound, thereby influencing the waste decomposition
rate, and the rate and volume of leachate generation. The final cover will also provide a
measure of control for landfill gas and will promote structural stability of the waste mound.
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The work required for the closure of the landfill will consist of supplying, hauling, placing,
grading, compacting and vegetating the final cover. The final cover will consist of 0.6 m of low
permeability soil (e.g. silt or clay), which will be compacted by a sheep’s foot roller, and covered
with vegetative cover and mulch. If the remaining growing season is deemed to be insufficient in
length for seed germination, erosion control blankets will be applied to maintain the soil slopes
until the natural vegetation is able to germinate the following spring.
Seeding on the final cover of the landfill is to be completed using native vegetation. Seed
selection should be made so as to provide both quick stabilization of the slope as well as long
term vegetation of the mound.
This seeding shall be undertaken immediately following final grading to reduce erosion. The final
cover layer shall be maintained until the vegetation has established itself.
5.4

POST CLOSURE MONITORING AND MAINTENANCE

In the first year after closure, the site will be inspected on a regular basis to ensure the success of
re-vegetation, the integrity of the cover material and to ensure the gate is locked and in good
condition. Records will be made of each inspection and arrangements made for any required
maintenance.
There are no gas control systems in place, and methane gas leakage is a possibility in the areas of
recent filling. Close attention to vegetation survival in these areas is important during the first few
years after closure. If there is cracking of the cover and signs of vegetative stress, the cover soils
will be repaired and re-vegetated. Provided there are no ongoing concerns, after the first year of
closure the frequency of site inspections can be reduced to coincide with the SNP.
It is recommended that a component of the maintenance program include the collection and
proper disposal of any new waste disposed at the site since the last inspection. It is also
recommended that signage at the site entrance include contact information for the Manager of
Public Works, so that members of the public can properly direct their concerns or complaints
regarding the site.
Site monitoring and inspections will be continued post-closure until the site has reached physical
and chemical stability. The results of the monitoring and inspections will be compiled in an
annual report (see below).
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6.

INSPECTION AND REPORTING

6.1

WASTE INSPECTION PROCEDURES

March 2014

The waste disposal site will be inspected at least monthly by the Manager of Public Works. The
inspection records are kept at the Community of Behchokö office.
6.2

ANNUAL OPERATIONS REPORT

An annual report will be a requirement of the new water license. Currently, an annual report,
that includes sections pertaining to the SWF, is required by March 31 of each calendar year.
Reporting under the new water license will be completed as specified in the document, and will
include, at a minimum:
• Monthly and annual quantities of waste disposed (including any originating from the
sewage facilities) of at the SWF;
• A summary of any modifications or major maintenance carried out at the SWF;
• Tabular summaries of the data collected pertaining to the SNP;
• An outline of any SWF training completed by community staff;
• A summary of any spills at the SWF;
• A summary of any abandonment or restoration work completed at the SWF during the
year, and an outline of any work anticipated for the following year;
• A summary of any studies requested by the WLWB that relate to waste disposal and a
brief description of any future studies planned;
• Any other details on waste disposal requested by the WLWB by November 1st of the year
being reported; and,
• Any updates or revisions to the approved Operation and Maintenance Plan

7.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN

If an emergency (i.e. fire, spill, etc.) occurs at the SWF it will immediately be reported to the
Behchokö Fire Department (867-392-2222) as well as the Manager of Public
Works (867-765-4953). The fire department will be trained on how to extinguish fires at a SWF.
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8.

March 2014

CLOSURE

We trust that this report meets the requirements set forth by the Wek’eezhii Land and Water
Board (WLWB) and Government of Northwest Territories as a Management Plan for a new solid
waste facility for the Community of Behchokö. Should you have any questions or comments
please contact the undersigned at our Yellowknife office by phoning 867-873-3500.
Respectfully submitted,

David Davison, B.Sc. (Env)
Environmental Scientist

Byron O’Connor, P.Eng
Senior Engineer
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Table 2 - Population and Capacity Information

Year
Population
Annual Waste Generation (in kg @
1.5 kg/person/day)

2012
2174

2013
2209

2014
2244

2015
2280

2016
2317

2017
2354

2018
2391

2019
2429

2020
2468

2021
2508

2022
2548

2023
2589

2024
2630

2025
2672

2026
2715

2027
2758

2028
2803

2029
2847

2030
2893

2031
2939

2032
2986

2033
3034

2034
3083

1190265

1209309

1228658

1248317

1268290

1288582

1309200

1330147

1351429

1373052

1395021

1417341

1440019

1463059

1486468

1510252

1534416

1558966

1583910

1609252

1635000

1661160

1687739

Annual Waste Capacity (in m @
3
compaction rate of 350 kg/m )

3401

3455

3510

3567

3624

3682

3741

3800

3861

3923

3986

4050

4114

4180

4247

4315

4384

4454

4525

4598

4671

4746

4822

Annual Cover Material
3
Requirement (in m calculated @
10 % of waste fill)

340

346

351

357

362

368

374

380

386

392

399

405

411

418

425

432

438

445

453

460

467

475

482

3741

3801

3861

3923

3986

4050

4115

4180

4247

4315

4384

4455

4526

4598

4672

4747

4822

4900

4978

5058

5139

5221

5304

3

Estimated Total Annual Fill Rate
(Waste + Intermediate Cover)
20 year cumulative compacted
waste input (m 3)

95481
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